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In the small town of Shadyside, don't stay up late, because horrible things can happen...Both day

and night, Lisa Brooks is plagued with nightmares and hallucinations. Could they be caused by the

horrifying accident that landed her in the hospital for weeks? When Lisa finds out that a neighbor is

looking for a babysitter for her little boy, Lisa jumps at the chance to keep busy and take her mind

off of her troubling thoughts. But then the murders start -- and her friends begin dying one by one.

Are Lisa's nightmares coming true? Find out in the next installment of R.L. Stine's Fear Street

series, Don't Stay Up Late.
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Gr 7 Upâ€”In these "Fear Street" additions, death and disappearance continue to plague the town of

Shadyside. Troubled Lisa Brooks is haunted by hallucinations in Don't Stay Up Late. Eagerly taking

up the task of babysitting a cherubic boy, Lisa thinks she is en route to recoveryâ€”until the murders

begin. Lizzy Palmer is an intriguing new student in The Lost Girl. Michael is drawn to her, while

girlfriend Pepper remains suspicious, and soon the couple is caught in a twisted ghost story of death

and betrayal. Two creepy contributions to Stine's horror series for the older crowd.



â€œStine, whose Goosebumps books are a children's publishing phenomenon, is reviving another

beloved series: Fear Street, a best-selling line of young-adult horror books.â€• â€•The New York

Timesâ€œNineties-era nostalgists are celebrating the news that Fear Street, R.L. Stine's sprawling

classic horror series for teens... will be making a comeback.â€• â€•New York Magazineâ€œYou can

now get excited for next year's October 31st. R.L. Stine is releasing a new book in his classic YA

horror series, Fear Street, in time for Halloween 2014.â€• â€•Flavorwire.com

I am a forever fan of R.L. Stine's books. I found out about the Fear Street series when I was in the

6th grade with the Missing book. From then on I was always reading them, borrowing them from a

friend, or ordering them through Troll and Scholastic book clubs. This was waaay back when I was

in elementary and high school. Now that I am an adult, I was thrilled when I found out R.L. Stine

was releasing Fear Street books again just recently. I had ordered the first one, Party Games, that

came out in 2014. My adult self did not really enjoy it because it had felt like it was more for

teenagers. But this book! Wow! This book had something for all ages. There was a Goosebumps

feeling to it (Goosebumps is R.L. Stine's horror series for elementary and middle graders) and there

was a Fear Street feeling to it as well but then there was also a new twist that made it appeal to my

adult self. This was the first Fear Street book R.L. Stine wrote that really had gory elements to it. I'm

talking about gory as in the 80s horror films "C.H.U.D." and "Day of the Dead." Yes, it's cheesy but

also entertaining because it's creepy when you really think about it. I won't spoil the ending but it's

predictable, that I can tell you. The reason for the 5 stars is the way this book really made me go

wow for transforming a really cuuute character into something out of this world. I know you will have

a different opinion about it than I as with other reviewers on here who complained that it was more

of a Goosebumps story but eh...everyone has different tastes... From a loyal R.L. Stine fan to

another loyal R.L. Stine fan out there: try it out, it's got elements for all ages. To the Christmas 2016

shopper, order it, it's not a waste of your money and time. I don't regret ever ordering it for myself.

And I hope it will be for you too!

Purchased this and 2 other books by Stine for my 13 year old daughter and she zipped through

them. Said she loved them and wants me to order more! It's difficult to find stuff she likes to read, so

the wife and I give this 2 big THUMBS UP!!!

Don't Stay Up Late is a big leap from Party Games. The book has a more solid plot, and higher



stakes. While Party Games had been a goofy little thriller, this one is more straight up horror. A big

step in the right direction for the new generation of Fear Street books.

This relaunch series follows the same page-turning formula of the original Fear Street books of the

90s. I do think the longer length feels a bit forced and makes the big reveal less appealing, but still

great entertainment as always from Stine. As a die-hard fanboy of the original series I'm thrilled to

have more Fear Street books in my life and am even happier at how great they're turning out!

Stine has done it again. This book, while not his best, is enjoyable for any fan of the Fear Street

novels. What starts out as a simple babysitting tale gone terribly wrong turns out to be a murder

mystery.After a car accident that killed Lisa's father, she starts seeing things. Impossible things.

Deadly things. Are the things real or is Lisa going crazy thanks to a concussion that she received in

the accident?This is one of those stories that everyone thinks the hero of the piece is crazy and

you're not sure what to believe until all is revealed at the end.I have been a fan of R.L. Stine since I

was a kid. He's the author that got me reading as a matter of fact.....although it wasn't a Fear Street

novel: it was the Goosebumps book "The Werewolf of Fever Swamp" and I read it when

Goosebumps was white-hot popular in the 90's.

R.L. Stine does it again he wrote another fantastic Fear Street book. It had me on the edge of my

seat waiting for the final reveal and it did not disappoint. I can't wait for the next book. These books

are just getting better and better.

I would recommend this book as a good book to read at midnight. My rating for this books fear

factor on a scale of one to ten with one being starter and ten being a no sleeper is a 7/10.

Not one of R. L. Stine's better teen novels. Didn't feel any connection with the characters.
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